
EU offers 1 3 billion dollars to reduce poverty
UNITED NATIONS European leaders
have Offered one billion euros 1 3 billion
dollars at the Millennium Development
Goals MDGs summit here amid
mounting calls for money to pay for the
battle to cut extreme poverty

The huge sum was offered late Mon
day by EU commission president Jose
Manuel Barroso at the end of the first day
of a summit on the goals knocked off
track by the international financial cri
sis

President Nicolas Sarkozy of France
and Spain s Prime Minister Jose Luis
Zapatero earlier stepped up a push for a
new global financial tax raising pressure
on the world s wealthy countries at the
three day summit to contribute more in
the drive to eradicate poverty and im
prove child and maternal health

African nations in particular are call
ing for more action and the West can
expect little sympathy when the likes of
Iran s President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
speak on Tuesday

UN Secretary General Ban Ki moon
said the struggling effort to reach eight
key development goals by 2015 could
still be met if world leaders provide the
necessary money and political will

The aims include cutting the more
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than one billion people living on less than
a dollar a day reducing by two thirds the
number of children who die before the

age of five seeking fairer trade and
spreading the Internet to the world s
poor

While spectacular progress has been
made in some areas most experts say
none of the goals will be reached by the
target date The international financial
crisis has cut off badly needed funding

Sarkozy said We have no right to
shelter behind the economic crisis as

supposed grounds for doing less
Finance has globalized so why

should we not ask finance to participate in
stabilizing the world by taking a tax on
each finaricial transaction

Sarkozy vowed to press for a global
tax when France is head of the Group of
20 and Group of Eight countries next
year

While all developed countries are in
deficit we must find new sources of
financing for the struggle against poverty
for education and for the ending of the
planet s big pandemics

Sarkozy also said that France would
increase its payments to the UN fund on
AIDS and malaria by 60 million euros a
year to 360 million euros 470 million

dollars
The Spanish prime minister also took

up the bank tax campaign We must
launch a tax on financial transactions to

complete the MDGs and my government
has promised to defend them and to put
them into practice This will be at all
international meetings

Barroso confirming what he called
Europe s commitment to the challenge
said the international community needed
to produce more effective results be
cause time is running out

UN officials estimate that at least 120
billion dollars will have to be found over

the next five years to hope to meet the
eight goals

Aid groups however say much more
will be needed and have expressed doubts
about the political will to meet the goals
set in 2000

Politicians have also indicated some
doubts

At a meeting on the summit sidelines
Norway s Prime Minister Jens
Stoltenberg said We re on track not to
reach any of the development goals We
need more finance and better strategies If
we are going to mobilize more money we
have to make more sure to spend it more
wisely AFP
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